Workshop "Cities and tyranny of memories"

Wednesday, November 28, 2018

Part 1: 14:00-16:00

Patrick BOUCHERON
“Beyond history and memory, the city timelines”

Avner BEN-AMOS
“Jerusalem as a memory city in the Zionist context”

Vincent LEMIRE
“Jerusalem: a democratic history against the tyranny of memories?”

With the participation of
Gadi ALGAZI, Michèle BAUSSANT, Evelyne OLIEL-GRAUSZ, Yann POTIN

Part 2: 16:30-18:00

Jerusalem 1900: the Holy City in the Age of Possibility, by Vincent Lemire, The Hebrew University Magnes Press, Bridge series

Discussion moderated by
Guy STROUMSA

With the participation of
Yaron BEN NAEH, Denis CHARBIT, Menahem KLEIN, Avner LAHAV

Language: French or Hebrew with simultaneous translation into English

Venue: The Van Leer Jerusalem Institute, 43 Jabotinsky St., Jerusalem
Open to the public